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25 sexuality PLR articles, #1: brought to you by salvador.tradebit.com All sexuality articles are of high

quality, were professionally written and come with private label rights (PLR). The sexuality articles come

in the easy to use .txt format. You can open and edit them with any text editor. The structure of the

sexuality articles is easy and widely supported by blogging tools: - First line: title of article - Rest: article

body This high quality product was built with direct and easy use in mind. You can put it directly into most

mass publishing or auto blogging tools, adding sexuality content to your web site in minutes or published

over time. This product includes the sexuality articles: - 3d Sex Games (484 words) - 7 Sex Tips For

Parents (621 words) - About Impotence (873 words) - Activate Your Love And Sex Magnetism (950

words) - Adults Only: The Famous Guide To Sex Shopping (638 words) - Adult Pc Games (455 words) -

Adult Sex Toys Online Shopping Store (319 words) - Adult Toys For Maximum Enjoyment (384 words) -

Adult Video On Demand Is The Optimal Sin (409 words) - Am I Gay? (1309 words) - Anal Stimulators

(415 words) - Are You Satisfied With Your Sex Life? (509 words) - A Big Education (486 words) - A New

Sexual Revolution (514 words) - A Positive Approach Towards Men Sexual Health (479 words) - A

Woman Perspectives On The Use Of Male Condoms (598 words) - Benefits Of A Clitoral Orgasm (766

words) - Best Deed Ever! (566 words) - Boost Your Sex Life (509 words) - Breakthrough Virtual Reality

Sex Machine (279 words) - Breast Enlargment Turns Heads When You Walk In A Room (516 words) -

Bring Into Being A Trendy Relationship - Part 2 (666 words) - Bring Ron Jeremy To Your Home With

Adult Video On Demand (415 words) - Brush Up Those Kama Sutra Skills (510 words) - Chat With Me!!!

(4510 words) - Threesome Tips (603 words) - Vaginas And Oral Simulators (404 words) - Why Buy Adult

Films? (511 words) - You Might Find The Girl Next Door; Live On Web Cam, Waiting For You (520 words)

Summary: This quality product contains 29 sexuality articles with a total of 20218 words. The average

length is 697 words. BONUS for 25 sexuality PLR articles, #1: Find an overview file

_index-of-sexuality-articles.diz, that - lists the sexuality articles - together with their word counts and - a

list of words, that are used frequently in this article. Use these to select the wanted sexuality articles and

as inspiration for tags and keywords. License: 25 sexuality PLR articles, #1 comes with these rights: [yes]

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=159556950


you can do with it, whatever you want. This includes: [yes] can be sold with personal use rights [yes] can

be sold with resale rights [yes] can be sold with master resale rights [yes] can be sold with private label

rights [yes] can be used as web content, for example for a site about sexuality [yes] can be edited

completely and your name put on it [yes] can be broken down into smaller articles [yes] can be combined

with other sexuality articles [yes] can be used as sexuality ecourse or autoresponder series [yes] can be

submitted to article directories, if rewritten first [yes] can be added to an sexuality ebook/pdf as content

[yes] can be translated [yes] can be used to create derivative sexuality products, like ebooks, audio

books, presentations, and lots more. Regards, Thomas Salvador. P.S. Visit salvador.tradebitfor more

quality products. Visit plr.li for other high quality products with PLR P.P.S. What is this .diz thing? The .diz

files are regular text files, you can open in your favorite text editor. The extension .diz is used that you can

put the whole product directly in a blog tool. This way you do not need to fear, that these lists/descriptions

(=not-sexuality-content) are published on your site. The blogging tool should only process .txt-files.

Therefore .txt is used only for publishable sexuality content, but not for internal information. It is just used

to make your life easier. Buy 25 sexuality PLR articles, #1 now! Tags: sexuality cash
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